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1Despite Quarantine Jafra’s Activities in Burj Al-Barajneh Continue 

Just like other areas throughout the country, Palestinian refugee camps in Lebanon 
have been under health quarantine procedures due to COVID19 contamination. 
All of our centers have stopped receiving the beneficiaries, however, our facilitators 
keep communicating with the children in particular. 
Jafra has developed various activities, secured needed materials and paid visits to 
the children at home. Our purpose is to create together plenty of educational
and recreational ideas that may help in utilizing time properly.
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To ensure children have times of entertainment and interest, Jafra facilitators in 
Qudsaya have distributed materials of painting and handwork to children to be 
used during their home staying.
In South Damascus, Jafra’s psychosocial support team has taken the initiative to 
create social media groups aiming to resume activities with children. The activities 
are explained by the facilitators in a simple and interesting way to support the 
children during their home stay.

Jafra in Qudsaya, South Damascus Continues Remote Activities



3Proved by Laboratory Tests Jafra Succeeds in Producing Compost

Throughout a year, Jafra has been trying a new method in the organic farming in 
the Palestinian camps aiming at encouraging the refugees to expand the green 
spaces using rooftops.

In April, the Foundation succeeded in producing the compost using local food 
waste according to a scientific plan with the available means and resources.

The result is pretty satisfactory and proved by laboratory tests. 



4Jafra in Homs participate in Blood Donation Drive

Under GAPAR’s patronage in Homs camp, Jafra Foundation participates with the 
local community organizations in the blood donation drive “Your Blood is Giving”.
The drive aimed at supporting hospitals and medical centres to meet the patients 
in need.  



5Disinfection Campaign in Syria and Lebanon to Fight COVID19 

Jafra Foundation launched a voluntary disinfection campaign to tackle COVID19 
virus in the refugee camps in Syria and Lebanon. 
The disinfection covered South Damascus, Jaramana, Homs, Qudsaya 
and Al- Husseinyeh camps in Syrian, and Ein El-Hilwa, Burj El-Barajneh 
and Shatila camps in Lebanon. 
The campaign was carried out in cooperation with the local civil organizations in 
the camps.
Our goal is to create a safe and healthy environment for the population.

For more details:
https://www.facebook.com/Jafra.Foundation/



6Masks Distribution For Free In Camps

Getting a mask for heath protection nowadays is just a quite simple right that every 
one should have. However, the hard living conditions and the high prices have been 
depriving many of people from access to masks. Jafra is working to utilize the time 
and available abilities to make triple-layer masks to be distributed for free.
Our team in Qudsaya could produce and distribute over 3000 masks in the refugee 
camps in Syria.  



Check our platforms

https://www.facebook.com/pg/Jafra.Foundation 
https://www.instagram.com/jafra.foundation
https://www.linkedin.com/company/jafra-foundation
https://twitter.com/jafra_sy

